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Abstra t
We argue that negotiation over the meaning of terms
in a statement is part of human dis ussion and that
it an lead to ri her theories. We des ribe our preliminary model of semanti negotiation and dis uss
theoreti al examples whi h we hope to implement.
Finally we onsider how semanti negotiation ts
into existing work on argumentation.

1 Introdu tion
There many situations in whi h parti ipants realise
partway through an argument that they are interpreting one of the key terms di erently. The meaning of the key term is then alled into question, and
the fo us of the argument swit hes from the truth or
a eptability of a laim or o er to the meaning of the
term. This is parti ularly ommon in subje ts su h
as philosophy, law and politi s, in whi h persuasive
reasoning is all important and on ept de nitions
are modi ed a ording to the proponents' goals. Yet
this phenomenon is rarely seen in AI resear h. E onomi agents may well disagree on the pri e of a
potato, even haggle over it in a reasonably sophistiated way { but they never start arguing about what
a potato is.
In this paper, we argue that:
1) people sometimes de ne on epts in a way whi h
supports their beliefs or goals (x2.1), and
2) subsequent disagreement over the meaning of a
on ept an result in a ri her theory (x2.2).
We are urrently modelling this phenomenon,
(des ribed in x4), with the aim of (a) elu idating
it and (b) using it to extend existing theory forma-

tion programs. The fa t that although parti ipants
in a dis ussion use a shared language, some of the
terms are ambiguous, raises questions like { what
sorts of things an be ambiguous? How might ambiguity arise? How an it be resolved? Can it be used
to produ e ri her theories? By modelling semanti negotiation { the problem of rea hing mutually
a eptable de nitions (a spe ialised type of negotiation, de ned by the agent ommunity as the problem of rea hing mutually a eptable agreements) {
we hope to address these questions.
We draw on work by Jennings et al. (1998) (des ribed in x3), and in x5 pla e our ideas in the ontext of previous work on argumentation.

2 Semanti negotiation and its
value
2.1

Ambiguity in human reasoning

The failure at the beginning of the last entury of the
quest for a perfe t language in whi h neither ambiguities, nor paradoxes or redundan ies exist, showed
the diÆ ulties involved in writing a formal language
whi h an be used to des ribe a reasonably large
domain. Today it is normally a epted that any
non-trivial language is likely to ontain ambiguities.
Di erent types of ambiguity in lude lexi al (where a
word has two di erent meanings); synta ti (a senten e with two synta ti ally orre t derivation trees
whi h indi ate di erent meanings); semanti (a senten e with two meanings, only one of whi h makes
sense), and pragmati (the meaning of a word is relative to the speaker). Mu h work on AI and am-

biguity is on erned with methods to automati ally
determine a writer's intended meaning (for example Roma ker and Hahn (2001) who fo us on representing and managing ambiguity in natural language
text understanding). In ontrast, we are on erned
with ways in whi h ambiguity may be exploited (or
introdu ed into a previously unambiguous on ept),
in order to support an argument or set of beliefs.
Examples in whi h ambiguity is used to support
an argument in lude an insuran e ompany whi h
argues that a house damaged in a hurri ane is not
overed by the owner's a ident poli y, as a hurriane is an `a t of God' rather than an a ident. Similarly, a lawyer may argue that a lient who jumped a
red light while rushing his wife to a maternity ward
is not guilty of re kless driving. In the 1990's the
European Union Food Standards dis ussed the definition of ho olate. The minimum o oa ontent
whi h a substan e must ontain in order to be alled
ho olate was debated, as ountries whi h produ e
it with a higher o oa ontent did not want their
ho olate to be onfused with produ ts with a lower
o oa ontent. Finally, onsider the re ent ontroversy over the meaning of `prisoners of war'. When
hallenged that their treatment of the Taliban prisoners violated the Geneva Convention { that all prisoners of war should be treated humanely { the Ameri an government argued that the prisoners were not
`prisoners of war', but `battle eld detainees'1 . In
these examples, the terms a ident, re kless driving,
ho olate and prisoners of war are de ned by ea h
party in su h a way as to aid their argument.
2.2

Using semanti

negotiation to en-

ri h a theory

We dis uss three examples of semanti negotiation
in mathemati s, and show how it has enri hed
mathemati al theories.
The

on ept `polyhedron'

Lakatos (1976) shows both that ambiguity exists
even in mathemati s, and { of key importan e to AI
resear hers { he shows how it might arise and how it
an be used e e tively. He presents a dialogue between a group of students and their tea her, in whi h
the history of Euler's onje ture and its proof is ena ted as a rational re onstru tion. As well as providing a rare insight into the way in whi h theories
1 The de nition of humane treatment was also disputed {
in parti ular whether it ould ever in lude interrogation, as
the Ameri an government felt it important to interrogate the
prisoners while not wanting to be open to the harge of inhumane treatment.

evolve (where by theory we mean on epts, ounterexamples, onje tures and `proofs' or arguments),
this work is of great value to resear hers modelling
dialogue. Argumentation moves are set out whi h
Lakatos ategorises into various methods.
Euler's onje ture states that for all polyhedra,
the number of verti es (V) minus the number of
edges (E) plus the number of fa es (F) equals 2.
Starting from this onje ture, one of the students
nds the ounterexample of the hollow ube { a ube
with a ube-shaped hole in it ( gure 1).

Figure 1: The hollow ube; V
12 = 4

E

+ F = 16 - 24 +

One rea tion to this ounterexample is to
question the meaning of the on ept `polyhedron'.
Rather than a ept it as a ounterexample, it is
branded a monster sin e, it is laimed, it is not
a polyhedron. Parti ipants in the dis ussion then
argue about the de nition of polyhedron. Lakatos
(1976) alls this pro ess of arguing that a ounterexample is not valid and therefore not a threat
to a onje ture, the method of monster-barring.
Using this method repeatedly parti ipants expand
the theory of polyhedra, di erentiating between
`a solid whose surfa e onsists of polygonal fa es'
to `a surfa e onsisting of a system of polygons'
(thus ex luding the hollow ube), to `a system of
polygons arranged in su h a way that (1) exa tly
two polygons meet at every edge and (2) it is
possible to get from the inside of any polygon to the
inside of any other polygon by a route whi h never
rosses any edge at a vertex'. They also dis uss
the meaning of the on epts polygon, area and
edge. As a result de nitions are tightened and students gain a greater understanding of the onje ture.
The

on ept `number'

In the late 19th entury Cantor introdu ed the
mathemati al ommunity to the `number' 0 ,
whi h is the size of the set of all integers (the rst
trans nite number). This was a ounterexample to
the onje ture that if you add a non-zero number
to another number, then the se ond number always
hanges, sin e 0 + 0 = 0 . Similarly it violates
the onje ture that any positive number multiplied
by 2 is bigger than the number, as 0 :2 = 0 . The

law of monotoni ity, that for all numbers a, b and
, if b < , then a + b < a + fails if a = 0 (for any
nite b and ). For these and other reasons, initial
rea tion to Cantor's work was hostile, 0 branded
a monster (to use Lakatos' terms), and barred
from the on ept of number. However Cantor was
developing a whole area of mathemati s whi h he
onsidered to be interesting and worthwhile { whi h
in luded the number 0 . Therefore he ontinued
his resear h and tried to onvin e the mathemati al
ommunity (eventually with su ess) that trans nite numbers are a kind of number and a valid area
of mathemati s. This pro ess of suggesting that a
new sort of obje t is a number, initial denial and
later a eptan e when it proves its worth an be
seen repeatedly in number theory. For instan e
the number zero was initially branded a monster
by the Greeks, for various reasons in luding its
violation of the onje ture that if you add a number
to another number, then the se ond number always
hanges. When zero was a epted this onje ture
was modi ed to that above (i.e., ex luding zero).
Other examples of ambiguity in the on ept of
number in lude initial barring of 1 (barred by the
Pythagoreans as it hallenged their belief that all
numbers
in rease other numbers by multipli ation);
p
2 (it violated the Greek belief that all numbers
p 1
des ribe a olle tion of obje ts); and x =
(violating the law of tri hotomy, for any numbers
x,y , either x = y or x < y or x > y ). Now of ourse
0, 1, irrational and imaginary numbers are a epted
without question, and the on ept of number has
been generalised to omplex numbers and beyond
(quarternions). Clearly number theory (and other
areas of mathemati s) have been greatly enhan ed
by these additions.
The

on ept `prime'

Another example in number theory is the de nition
of prime number. A prime was initially de ned to
be `a natural number whi h is only divisible by itself
and 1'. However this de nition in ludes the number 1, whi h was found to be a ounterexample to
many theorems and onje tures about primes. For
instan e, the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmeti
(FTA) states that every natural number is either
prime or an be expressed uniquely as a produ t
of primes. If 1 is also onsidered prime then this
violates the uniqueness laim, sin e, for example,
6 = 2  3 = 2  3  1 = 2  3  1  1 = 2  3  1  1  1 = :::
Rather than expli itly ex lude the prime 1 from this
(and other) theorems, it is preferable to ex lude it
from the on ept de nition, and today the a epted
de nition of a prime is `a natural number with ex-

a tly two divisors'. This hange in the on ept definition has enabled many theorems about primes,
in luding the FTA, to be neatly stated.
2.3

Properties of semanti

negotia-

tion

By extra ting some general properties from the examples above, we an begin to answer the questions
we asked in x1, and to see how we might model this
phenomenon.
What sorts of things

an be ambiguous?

Some ambiguous entities are (sub) on epts within a
universe of obje ts (su h as a prime), and some are
the main on ept, i.e., the universe itself (su h as a
polyhedron, or number).
How might ambiguity arise?

Some on epts are initially spe i ally de ned (everyone agrees on the de nition), and the de nition
hanged (someone argues that a se ond de nition
would be more useful). Others are initially vague
(it is not known whether some obje ts are examples
of the on ept or not) and only when disagreement
arises are di erent on ept de nitions made expli it.
How

an ambiguity be resolved?

Experts evaluate the worth of ea h of the rival definitions (often with di erent results). The existing
de nition is assumed by default, with the onus on
proponents of a new de nition to onvin e the other
experts of its value. Grounds for a epting the new
de nition in lude showing that it produ es interesting new theories or results (in luding preserving the
`truth' of a faulty onje ture). There is usually a
period during whi h it is un lear whether the obje t
in question belongs to a on ept or not. It passes
through a period of inde nite status with some people a epting its status, others not, others unsure,
until it either proves its worth and is generally a epted or fails to onvin e enough people and gradually disappears.
Lakatos (1976) does not explore reasons for
hoosing one on ept de nition over another. Instead the tea her in the dialogue simply asks everyone to a ept the stri test, i.e., most limited de nition suggested so far (at least for the duration of the
dis ussion). However the only lear end to this proess is a tautology (hen e a student's sar asti suggestion that a polyhedron be de ned as `a system of
polygons for whi h the equation V E + F = 2 holds'
{ (Lakatos, 1976, p. 16). Dunmore (1992) suggests
that on ept de nitions are hosen and developed

a ording to their use. For instan e a on ept whi h
is not asso iated with any interesting onje tures is
unlikely to be ome well known and a epted within
the mathemati al ommunity.

3 Argumentation-based negotiation
Jennings et al. (1998) emphasise the importan e
of negotiation in multi-agent resear h, and outline
an informal framework des ribing its key features.
They divide negotiation issues into proto ols (rules
whi h govern intera tion), obje ts (the range of issues over whi h agreement must be rea hed) and
Agents' De ision Making Model (the way in whi h
an agent follows the proto ol to a hieve its obje tives).
Agents move through the spa e of possible agreements (in our ase all the andidate de nitions for
a on ept), de ning their own spa es of a eptable points. Negotiation works by agents suggesting points in the spa e whi h are a eptable, and
evaluating ea h point suggested. This ranking may
hange during negotiation, as agents are persuaded
that a point is valid. The way in whi h they rate
points may also hange. A minimal requirement
is that agents be able to propose some part of the
agreement spa e as a eptable, and an respond to
other agents' suggestions. A more eÆ ient model
would give agents apability to explain why they
are reje ting/proposing a ertain point. This might
in lude reje ting a proposal but stating whi h aspe ts were onsidered good, a ritique, or making
a ounter-proposal in response to a proposal. Su h
a model might in lude justi ations { in whi h the
agent states its reasons for making a proposal, or
persuasion { in whi h an agent tries to hange another's agreement spa e or rating over the spa e.
These arguments help to support an agent's stan e.
Jennings et al. (1998) state that an agent
apable of argumentation-based negotiation must
have a me hanism for:



ommuni ating proposals and supporting arguments;

 generating proposals;
 assessing proposals and arguments; and
 responding to proposals.
They do not suggest that the meaning of a on-

ept ould be a possible obje t over whi h agents
negotiate, giving as examples issues relating to negotiation over servi es or produ ts. However, the
framework is general enough to in lude this type
of negotiation. For instan e, on e the disagreement
over a on ept de nition has arisen, an agent might
suggest one and justify why it is good (for example
it may be used in many of its onje tures) - whi h
may lead another agent to re-evaluate the de nition
and rate it more highly.

4 A preliminary model of semanti negotiation
We are urrently extending the HR system (Colton,
2001) to perform semanti negotiation. In this se tion we brie y outline the original system, as well
as the extended version. We then des ribe two theoreti al examples of semanti negotiation and ideas
on their implementation in HR.
4.1

The HR system

HR is an automated theory formation program
(Colton, 2001) whi h is given ba kground information about a domain, in luding some obje ts of interest (the `universe') { su h as integers { and some
initial on epts { su h as multipli ation and addition. It forms new on epts by using one of 10 general produ tion rules to transform one (or two) old
on epts into a new one. The examples of a on ept
are used to make onje tures empiri ally.
HR is able to evaluate on epts and onje tures
based on various interestingness riteria, whi h measure values su h as the novelty of a on ept, the number of open or true onje tures whi h the on ept is
in, and the surprisingness of a onje ture.
4.2

Extensions to HR

In order to model semanti negotiation (and as part
of a proje t to model Lakatos-style reasoning) we
have partially implemented an agent ar hite ture in
whi h multiple opies of HR are run whi h an ommuni ate details of their theory to ea h other. These
onsist of `students' and `tea her', and all have di erent weightings of interestingness values, for example
one may favour novel on epts while another prefers
surprising.
Lakatos (1976) identi es various rea tions to a
ounterexample to a onje ture, and in x2.2 we
des ribed one rea tion { the method of monsterbarring. Another rea tion may be to to modify the

onje ture by barring the ounterexample. For instan e, we may generalise from the hollow ube to
`polyhedra with avities', and then modify Euler's
onje ture to for all polyhedra without avities, V E + F = 2. This is the method of ex eption-barring,
whi h we have implemented in the extended version
of HR, and expe t to use in our model of semanti
negotiation.
Using the re e tion me hanism available in Java
{ whi h enables information about lasses and individual obje ts to be obtained at run-time { we
have implemented a ut-down Java interpreter in
HR, whi h an be used to interpret and exe ute Java
ode at run-time. Currently, the interpreter an
handle the reation of new obje ts and various onstru ts, in luding for loops, if-then-else statements
and string manipulations. We intend to extend the
fun tionality of the interpreter to handle more ompli ated Java ode.
Having a run-time interpreter has various advantages, in luding:



homogenuity in the ode used to ontrol HR
at ompile time and at run-time;



easily ompiling pie es of run-time ode to beome ompiled parts of HR, whi h improves
eÆ ien y;



introspe tive a ess to the main `theory' obje t
whi h HR has built, whi h enables it to run
any methods atta hed to that obje t, and to
build and exe ute new fun tions at run-time.

Various aspe ts of the way HR forms and
presents theories take advantage of the interpreter,
in luding the way it reports theories to the user, and
the rea tion me hanism, whi h is a parti ular heuristi sear h whereby HR rea ts to ertain events in the
theory formation by taking various additional theory
formation steps. The rea tion s ripts are written in
Java and des ribe whi h events to rea t to, and how
to rea t.
In terms of the proje t dis ussed here, HR's Java
interpreting fun tionality an be used to avoid an
inter-lingua in the ommuni ation between agents.
That is, the ways in whi h the various agents instru t, inform and ontrol ea h other do not have to
be pres ribed before ea h run is undertaken. This
will enable a more exible ommuni ation between
the agents.
4.3

Two theoreti al examples

Suppose that alpha, beta and gamma are di erent
versions of HR whi h have been running indepen-

dently for a time. We are aiming to generate the
sort of dialogue shown here. Note that, as des ribed
above, they would ommuni ate in java ode rather
than natural language { here we paraphrase to aid
the example. Supers ript numbers indi ate pla es
where we dis uss ideas for implementing aspe ts of
the dis ussion.
Example one: proposing to ex lude an existing obje t

: I've noti ed that the obje t o is a ounterexample to many of my onje tures about on ept C
(C may be the universe or a on ept)1 . It would be
neater to bar it from the on ept rather than my
onje tures. What do you all think?2 . Does anyone
have a neat de nition whi h in ludes exa tly those
obje ts in C ex ept for o?
beta: It's a ounterexample to many of mine as well.
Let's bar it.
gamma: I disagree. It does not violate any of my
onje tures. For whi h onje tures of yours is it a
problem?
alpha: For onje tures X , Y and Z .
beta: Also onje tures U , V and W .
gamma: OK these are interesting onje tures. Let's
revise our on ept de nition then3 . I have a on ept
C1 whi h in ludes the same obje ts as C ex ept o.
Let's use this from now on4

alpha

Implementing the dialogue

(1) If an agent has many onje tures of the type
x
n; P (x) ! Q(x) in its theory then it may propose a on ept de nition hange. Whether the obje t in question is to be ex luded from the universe
or from a on ept depends on whether the problem
onje tures all involve the same on ept (in whi h
ase ex lude the obje t from this on ept), or different on epts (in whi h ase ex lude it from the
universe).
(2) We now have an ambiguity sin e it is un lear
whether a on ept in ludes a given obje t or not.
In order to de ide, we need (i) a way for individual
agents to determine their position, and (ii) a
negotiation proto ol to determine how agreement is
rea hed. We dis uss these below.
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(3) any agent an look in its theory to see if it has a
on ept whi h overs ertain obje ts.
(4) HR has a me hanism { repla e de nition { whi h
is urrently used to overwrite old de nitions if a simpler one is found. The more omplex de nition is
still in the theory (and in all the onje tures prior to
the new de nition), but is no longer refered to. We
an use this me hanism to repla e the old de nition

with a new one.
(i) De iding individually whether to ex lude an
obje t
Currently the interestingness measures in HR
evaluate on epts and onje tures. We an extend
these to evaluate how interesting an obje t is. For
instan e, we may measure:



generality of onje tures { the number of
onje tures in the theory whi h involve the on ept
in question, whi h the obje t does not violate (the
more general a onje ture is, the more valuable);



ounterexample-barred onje tures { the inverse of the number of ounterexample-barred
onje tures in the theory whi h involve the on ept
in question to whi h the obje t is a ounterexample.



broken onje tures { the number of onje tures in the theory whi h are violated by the obje t.
Of two rival de nitions, an agent might prefer
the simplest. Colton has already implemented this
in HR. It arises when a onje ture that two on epts
are equivalent has been proven. HR then evaluates
them both to determine the simplest, where simple
is de ned as the number of produ tion rules used
to generate a on ept (the fewer the simpler). The
user an instru t HR to always keep the simplest
de nition, with the more ompli ated de nition only
appearing in equivalent onje ture statements. An
agent might also judge whi h of two rival on epts
is more interesting a ording to its interestingness
riteria already present.
Using these (and other) measures, an agent an
evaluate and respond to a proposal to ex lude an
obje t { whi h it may or may not already have in its
theory. Clearly, these values will be di erent for ea h
agent, as they will have a di erent weighting of interestingness values, so would evaluate the same obje t
or on ept di erently. Additionally they have di erent theories { i.e., di erent onje tures and on epts
against whi h the obje t or on ept is measured. As
with other interestingness measures in HR, we anti ipate making these exible (a weighted ombination
input by the user) and then experimenting to see
whi h ombination is the most produ tive.
(ii) A negotiation proto ol
Following Jennings et al. (1998), the spa e of all
possible agreements is all andidate de nitions for
a on ept. Agents de ne their own spa e of a eptable points by evaluating their own andidate de nitions (those whi h s ore the highest a ording to
their interestingness values). Negotiation begins by

the agents suggesting points in the spa e whi h are
a eptable, and evaluating ea h re eived de nition
(whi h may s ore more highly than one whi h they
have generated themselves). This onstitutes the
simple model des ribed in (Jennings et al., 1998).
We would then want to enable agents to ommuni ate the reasons they reje t or propose a de nition, for instan e \I reje t de nition D be ause it
ex ludes the number 1 and I need this number for
all my proofs", or \I propose de nition D be ause
it would preserve onje ture C, whi h is an interesting one". De nitions ould then be re-evaluated,
for example if the agent re eiving the latter proposal
also evaluates onje ture C as interesting, it might
be persuaded that de nition D is more interesting
than the one it previously proposed.
The agents re-evaluate their measures when others present reasons for/against a epting a on ept
de nition.
This dialogue demonstrates how we may automate ambiguity in both the universe of obje ts and
(sub) on epts, a period of inde nite status while it
is dis ussed and the sorts of arguments whi h might
be made for hanging to a new de nition or sti king
to an existing one, and methods by whi h everyone
might agree on a new de nition and then hange to
it.
A similar dialogue an be envisaged in whi h a
proposal to a ept an obje t, i.e., to widen rather
than narrow a on ept de nition to in lude rather
than ex lude it, is made. If agreement is not
rea hed then the tea her ould de ide, based on a
weighting of the results of its own interestingness
riteria and those of the students'. It may also put
more weight on the existing de nition (sin e it is
ostly to revise de nitions). The students would
then use the spe i ed de nition, at least for the
duration of the dis ussion.
Example two:
tion

obje t-driven

on ept forma-

Suppose that a onje ture has been proposed, whi h
is true for all numbers between 1 and 100 ex ept 1,
17 and 72. We may wish to nd a on ept to over
these ounterexamples (and possibly others whi h
lie outside the range), i.e., a ` on ept-to-ex lude'.
Therefore the tea her may ask the students to nd
su h a on ept. Ea h would then look in its theory and send a spe i (possibly di erent) on ept
ba k. The ` on ept-to-ex lude' is now ambiguous,
and agents rate the de nitions and negotiate over
whi h is the best.
This example en ompasses:
1) an initially vague on ept { it is not known

whether some obje ts are examples or not;
2) the vague on ept developed independently into
(possibly) di erent expli it on epts;
3) ea h agent suggesting arguments for a epting its
on ept.

5 The `falla y' of ambiguity {
where does it t into argument analysis?
In order to pla e our work in ontext, we on lude by
brie y des ribing approa hes to argumentation and
ambiguity, and noting our position towards these
perspe tives.
Aristotle (1957, 1955, 1976) identi ed three motivations behind arguments; apodia ti , diale ti and
rhetori , in whi h ertainty, a general a eptan e
and onvin ing an audien e is respe tively sought.
Although many would laim that motivation behind
mathemati al argument falls into the rst ategory,
the se ond (or even third) is more appropriate to
mathemati s as Lakatos (1976) des ribes it. Aristotle treated diale ti al argument as a game between a
defender and atta ker, and suggested guidelines su h
as for ing the defender to ontradi t herself, state an
untruth or paradox, or a defend a ir ular argument,
for ondu ting the debate. Certain moves { alled
falla ies { were disallowed, in luding the falla y of
ambiguity.
In his work on ontroversy, Crawshay-Williams
(1957) emphasised the need for lari ation of onepts prior to dis ussion. He laimed that if parti ipants in a dis ussion agree upon the riteria under
whi h a statement will be tested, then agreement
regarding its absolute/probable/indeterminate truth
will soon be rea hed. He alls one su h riterion onventional, to mean the ondition that parti ipants
agree on the meaning of terms (the others are logi al,
in whi h inferen e rules must be agreed, and empiri al, in whi h fa ts and their ontextual des ription
should also be agreed).
Naess (1953) also stated that riteria for the veri ation or falsi ation of a statement are essential
(to the extent that if no su h riteria are found then
dis ussion should be abandoned). However he inludes agreeing on terms as a stage in the dis ussion, rather than a pre-requisite to it. The three
stages in resolving a dis ussion, he suggests, are interpretation, lari ation and argumentation. For
any statement T there is set of possible interpretations of T , and parti ipants must agree on whi h
interpretation they wish to dis uss. He laims that

pre izating statements, (being more pre ise) helps to
eliminate misunderstandings, where U is more preise than T if any interpretations of U are also interpretations of T , but there are interpretations of
T whi h are not interpretations of U . This is useful
only if the disagreement has o urred through di erent interpretations, he does not advo ate ontinual
pre ization of statements sin e dis ussion would be
pra ti ally impossible. Disagreements rooted in misunderstandings are termed verbal, only if after there
is still disagreement after pre ization is it real. In the
ase of a real disagreement the eviden e is weighed
up to see whi h of the two statements is more a eptable.
Carbogim et al. (2000) present a survey of issues
whi h an be handled by automated argumentation
systems and suggest dire tions for future resear h.
They onsider the generation and evaluation of arguments, in luding issues su h as drawing on lusions
from an in omplete or in onsistent knowledge base,
de ision making under un ertainty and multi-agent
negotiation systems. Argument about the meaning
of terms used is not onsidered either expli itly in
the text, nor in any of the examples, although it
may turn out that semanti negotiation ts into one
of the frameworks outlined.
Our view is that ambiguity plays an important
role within a dis ussion. That is, questioning the
meaning of terms in a dis ussion is a valid strategy (with restri tions on whi h words may be questioned). We di er from Crawshay-Williams' approa h in that we see debate of terms as an important part of dis ussion rather than a pre-requisite of
it. Parti ipants may not realise initially that they
have di erent interpretations of a word, indeed they
may not themselves have a lear interpretation. We
also di er from Naess' linear approa h, disagreement
over terms ould arise at any point in a dis ussion.
Of parti ular interest in Naess' work is the eviden e
used to resolve `real' disagreements, and we hope
by implementing semanti negotiation to elu idate
the sort of eviden e required. While the survey by
Carbogim et al. (2000) is not intended to be exhaustive, it does over the entral issues. The omission of
semanti negotiation suggests that it is either irrelevant to argumentation or is a new dire tion whi h
has re eived little attention. We hold that it is the
latter.

6 Con lusion
We have argued that negotiation over the meaning
of terms in a statement is part of human argument

and that it an lead to ri her theories. We have also
des ribed our preliminary model of semanti negotiation and dis ussed theoreti al examples whi h we
hope to implement. Finally we have onsidered how
it ts into existing work on argumentation. We onsider this phenomenon to be a fertile and relevant
area of resear h in the elds of argumentation and
agent-based negotiation.
Our goal now is to extend the HR system
(Colton, 2001) to model semanti negotiation.
Issues whi h we expe t to address in in lude:



how one de nition is hosen over another.
In Lakatos (1976) the narrowest de nition is hosen.
Other riteria may be the most ommon de nition,
or the most interesting;

 how are di erent interpretations best represented?
 what appropriate argumentation forms are
there for this form of negotiation?


to what extent is it useful to question word
meaning?
We also intend to apply the Lakatos-style reasoning enabled by the agen y to ma hine learning problems. In parti ular, we hope the agen y ould take
over where ma hine learning programs urrently nish. For example, suppose a program has learned
a way of predi ting whether hemi als are ar inogeneti , based on their mole ular stru ture. If the
predi tion has a su ess rate of, say, 85%, then 15%
of the hemi als break the predi tion rule. If we olle t these together as the examples of a new on ept,
whi h we de ne as: \The set of hemi als whi h
break the predi tion rule", then we have a suitably
ambiguous on ept to whi h the agen y an apply
their negotiation te hniques. If the agen y ould
identify a de nition for this on ept, then it is possible that the additional information ould be inorporated into the predi tion rule itself to in rease
a ura y, or at least provide a better understanding
of the domain.
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